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Amazon Is Set To Account For 1/5th 
Of Online Spending By 2024 – 
Here’s How To Get Your Share Too
There’s no denying that Amazon is a dominant driver 
within the retail market. The online platform has received 
both praise and scrutiny for its involvement in changing 
how people shop both online and in-store. 
 
On the back of a poor May performance for British retailers, the early 
forecast for June looks promising, with sales being propelled by Father’s 
Day gifting. However with a new study showing that 45% of surveyed 
shoppers will turn to Amazon first for their inspiration, it highlights once 
again retailers’ biggest competition. In this month’s feature, we look at 
why Amazon continue to dominate and what businesses can do to help 
emulate their success. 

Read the full feature article

What Does ERP 
Software Mean To You?  
Choosing a software solution – it is a decision 
that often represents an important crossroads 
for businesses when looking to support 
their operations as they grow. Enterprise 
Resource Planning Software, or ERP Software 
as it is better known, is a term that can mean 
different things to different people. Although 
the core concept of an integrated end-to-end 
solution remains constant, there can often be 
varying interpretations of the definition. 

Therefore we are breaking through this 
software jargon to explore the history and 
benefits of ERP software, and what it can offer. 

Read more here
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Triumph For OrderWise At Lincolnshire Tech Awards!
It was a month of great pride for the OrderWise team as June saw us take home the award 
for Innovation in Manufacturing at the Lincs Tech Awards, as well as being named one of 
three national finalists in the DL100. Both awards were for our Goods-to-Person Warehouse 
Robotics which are due to launch this year.  

See the other regional and national nominations we have received this month 
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Introducing More Ways To 
Use The OrderWise Works 
Order Planner 
For those manufacturers operating busy works 
order schedules, it is essential to always have 
a clear view of their current build capacity, so 
that they can always plan and organise work 
successfully. To deliver this we launched our 
new Works Order Planner back in April, giving 
businesses an accurate indication of their 
manufacturing capacity through one-view 
visibility, allowing them to better organise their 
time and meet tight production deadlines. 

Now this month sees two new additions 
made to offer even greater flexibility and 
insight when using this feature.

Take a look at the new enhancements
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When it comes to warehouse 
management, every business will have 
their own ideal methods for handling 
the receiving, storing and distributing 
of products. For businesses handling 
large volumes of containers, pallets, 
cartons or other grouped goods, 
knowing the best way to get these 
quickly booked into stock and put 
away can be particularly challenging. 
Making things simple, a new Licence 
Plates feature has been added this 
month, which enables the grouping of 
products under one unique identifier. 

Read more here

Give Your Delivery Drivers Real-Time 
Visibility With OrderWise Proof of Delivery
For any business fulfilling orders through their own fleet of 
delivery vehicles, it is important to ensure that drivers are 
always armed with the tools and information they need.   

With OrderWise Transport & Routing, businesses are already provided with a fast, 
organised method of managing fulfilment and logistics through their own fleet. 
Through this module, users can assign tasks, schedule weekly runs, plan routes and 
much more. Now further extending the functionality available, this month sees the 
launch of our brand-new companion app - OrderWise Proof of Delivery (POD).

Read all about our new Proof of Delivery app for Android

Let Your Products 
Stand Out With New 
OrderWise eCommerce 
Platform Additions
When it comes to online sales, it is 
important to showcase your products 
in the best way possible to help entice 
your customers into placing the items 
into their virtual basket. 

With an OrderWise eCommerce 
Website, you can reap the benefits 
of a fully responsive, built-to-sell 
website that is seamlessly integrated 
with the main OrderWise Business 
Management Software. This allows 
all products, price lists, orders and 
customer information, including 
credit details, to be synchronised 
and managed from within the main 
OrderWise system. 

Now several new enhancements 
have been made to the OrderWise 
eCommerce platform this month to 
help users increase their conversions 
through better product marketing. 

See the additions

Streamline Pallet Management With Our 
New Licence Plates Functionality

What Else Is New?
The OrderWise 2019 Version 19.6 
June release includes a wide 
range of highly beneficial new 
features and enhancements.

Read up on all the new additions 
in this month’s release notes. 

Read more here
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